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Please read this if you feel like you have no way out or if
you have a loved one suffering.
No matter the situation that brings a person to contemplate
death, there's one thing that suicidal people share in common;
Suicide seems like the only way out.
The Edge of Suicide | Psychology Today
Chester Bennington of Linkin Park struggled with drugs and
alcohol for years. He had said in the past he had considered
committing suicide.
Alone and broken down. Feel like there is no way out.
Contemplating Suicide: No Way to Understand Unless You've Been
There. Suicide: After her death I found out from a close
friend of hers the reason for this.
What to do if you are having thoughts about wanting to die |
Suicide | ReachOut Australia
Contact a suicide hotline if you need someone to talk to. Can
you suggest me any other way out?” If any of the above answers
is a “no,” then do not quit.
Please read this if you feel like you have no way out or if
you have a loved one suffering.
No matter the situation that brings a person to contemplate
death, there's one thing that suicidal people share in common;
Suicide seems like the only way out.
The Edge of Suicide | Psychology Today
Chester Bennington of Linkin Park struggled with drugs and
alcohol for years. He had said in the past he had considered
committing suicide.
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I truly hate. He even researched and told me about this site.
It's great that you reached out on this forum.
Orwasshediligentlyhidingthemandafraidtospeakofprivatedemons?
No one can hurt you after you die. I can assure you, it is not
a life sentence.
Psychologyisaninterestingsubject.Rightnowitjustfeelsasthoughitism
No Way Out read Mr. I'll even settle for a drug or
psychosurgery that'll remove all the bad memories and
transport me back to the blessed state of ignorance and blind
faith in life and happiness you and the moral majority the
mentally healthy in your terminology hold to be self-evident.
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